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Abstract—a method is introduced for efficient encoding and
decoding of the Reed-Solomon codes based on the matrix
formalism. In this ideology, a method is suggested for
vectorization of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm for detecting
and correcting several silent data corruptions. The results of
comparison of suggested method with other knows ways of
decoding RS codes are presented. This approach requires small
amount of additional memory for intermediate computations,
can be implemented with the high speed libraries performed
Galois field arithmetic, and shows promising prospects for
parallelization.
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Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, SIMD instructions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
For several years there has been explosive growth in the
amount of stored data. Software for Scale-Out Storage Systems
such as HDFS [1], GFS [2], Ceph [3], allows one to create
storage capacity of several tens of petabytes. Large data centers
have hundreds and even thousands of data nodes using
commodity hardware. Fault tolerance of such systems is
performed by repeated replication and erasure coding.

In the present paper we discuss algorithms (and some
aspects of their implementation) for distributed error-correcting
coding and archival storage systems using Reed-Solomon
codes. They are focused on detecting and correcting several
silent data corruptions.
II. ARITHMETIC OF THE GALOIS FIELDS
The arithmetic of Galois fields is often used in the errorcorrecting coding. This is done in order not to deal with
individual bits of information during encoding, but to work
with entire codewords. We consider here some basic concepts
of the Galois field theory.
Galois field of characteristic 2 is the field of 2 elements
(2 )
/〈 ( )〉 where ( ) stands for an irreducible
polynomial of the degree . An element of this field
over
can be treated either as a -bit codeword or as a polynomial in
the variable of degree less than with the coefficient vector
coinciding with the codeword. For instance, the codeword
(10000101) and the polynomial
1 are the
equivalent representations of a single element of
(2 ) .

Erasure coding has a much lower storage overhead
compared to data replication, but has several drawbacks: the
high cost of data recovery and poor performance of coding and
decoding as well as a large amount of data transferred between
nodes in the encoding [4]. The approaches similar to Local
Reconstruction Codes [5] and Pyramidal Codes [6] are used to
resolve issues of recovery cost.

For the elements ( ) and ( ) of the field, the addition
( ) with reduction
operation is defined as the sum ( )
coefficients modulo 2. Multiplication operation ( ) ∗ ( ) is
defined as the product of polynomials modulo ( ) with
reduction coefficients modulo 2 . Inverse element for the
( ) of the
nonzero element ( ) ∈
(2 ) is an element
( ) 1; here 1 denotes the neutral
field such that ( ) ∗
element with respect to multiplication.

The performance issues of erasure coding, and, in
particular, operations in Galois fields, can be tackled by
utilization of the 128-bit instructions of modern CPU, such as
Intel's Streaming SIMD Extensions [7, 19].

An essential property of the Galois field is the existence of
a primitive element which hereinafter will be denoted by .
, ,… ,
This element has the property that all its powers
represent distinct nonzero elements of the field.

Erasure codding solutions are exploited in Microsoft Azure
[5], Google GFS [8], HDFS-RAID, etc. However, these
solutions protect only against complete disk failures and latent
sector errors. One of the most vital problems appeared in the
practice of the massive data storages is Silent Data Corruption
[9]. Several manufacturers of Data Storage Systems offer
solutions to protect against Silent Data Corruptions, based on
the complement of ECC to data blocks and the local checksum
computations [10].

III. CODING AND DECODING USING THE VANDERMONDE MATRIX
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One of the easiest and most convenient ways to calculate
checksums is based on the usage of the Vandermonde
matrix. Properties of the matrix can uniquely recover data
when decoding.
A. Vandermonde Matrix and Its Inverse
Consider the general Vandermonde matrix in the form
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⋮
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with the entries ,
is well-known that
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and, therefore, a square matrix , ( , , … , ) is invertible
if and only if its generating elements are distinct . The inverse
matrix can be found either by using usual matrix inversion
methods (such as Gauss-Jordan, LUP decomposition etc.) or,
alternatively, by using the following result from the theory of
polynomial interpolation [13, 14].
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and define the basic interpolation polynomials
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Theorem 1. The inverse of a square Vandermonde matrix
( , , … , ) can be found in the form
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The proof evidently follows from
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or, equivalently, in the matrix form:
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Then, the data recovery process can be described as
follows:
(a) Recalculate the syndromes skipping failed blocks
Given the notation, it can be written as
,

⋮

,

After calculating the checksums, the data stripe
, , ,…,
) is written to the storage
( , ,…,
device, and, in case of failure of some composing blocks, they
can be recovered with the aid of checksums recalculation.
C. Decoding procedure
Let the drive failure has been occurred. If the number of
failed drives is less than the number of checksums, the lost data
can be trustworthy recovered. Suppose the number of failed
blocks equals (
) and their positions
, … , are
known. Denote by

(

,

,

,…,

,

, … , , 1)

,

.

(3)

Here , denotes the column vector for syndromes
calculated for the values of not failed blocks.
Not to be confused we call checksums the data blocks
stored on drives and identified by , and syndromes are
values which are calculated in case of procedures of data
recovery and SDC detection called. Syndromes are
identified by , and they aren’t stored on the drives. We
will use these terms for further convenience. Sometimes
formulas for checksums and syndromes are the same,
sometimes they are different, and it’s depending on coding
and decoding methods.
(b) Then the failed drives can be found as the solution of
the system
) ,
,
,…,
(4)
, (
,
,
The column of the failed blocks can be recovered by
the formula
,

B. Coding procedure
Using Vandermonde matrix the coding may be performed
as follows: [15,16]. Suppose the
-bit data blocks
, ,…,
are given. In the case of coding in data storage,
these blocks are chosen from different drives and compose a
stripe. Consider them as elements of the field
(2 ). Then
(2 ) is
, ,…,
∈
the calculation of checksums
organized as follows:
1

(

,

the column vector of not failed blocks.

)

(

,…,

,

,

the column vector of failed blocks and by

⋮

called its generating elements. It

( ,

,
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)

(

,

,

)

For
2 the inverse matrix at the right-hand
side exists.
If some the checksums blocks are denied, in the system (4)
the equations corresponding to these checksum will not appear.
The system is also solvable, and failed data blocks can be
restored.
IV. TYPES OF DATA CORRUPTION IN STORAGE SYSTEMS
We distinguish two cases of data corruption. The first one
relates to such a failure of a drive or of its part, which can be
detected by technical (hardware) control devices. In this case,
the position of data corruption is known and is usually referred
to as the refusal or the failure of the drive. In the second case,
the data are distorted in the process of recording, storing or
reading, but the fact of the corruption as well as its position is
not detected by technical (hardware) facilities. This case is
usually referred to as the silent data corruption (SDC) or
erasures [16, 17]. In this case, the task is to establish the fact of
data corruption (distortion), to find its position and to recover
the data on the basis of redundant information.
In case of a small number of checksums (for instance, two
as in RAID-6), a single SDC can be found as described in [11].
However, it might happen that the SDC can be detected at the
moment of data reconstruction, and this will cause the
restoration errors. In this case, a good solution would be to use
the Sector-Disk erasure codes [18]. However, this approach
requires more additional memory than Reed-Solomon codes
for storing checksums and protects only against one SDC

(which is called sector error in [18]). Also, if the system is
subject to a lot of SDCs and failures, the effective way is to use
Reed-Solomon codes (RS codes).
V. THE STRUCTURE OF THE REED-SOLOMON CODE
General scheme of RS codes in a systematic coding can be
described as follows [16, 17].
The generating polynomial of RS code is a polynomial over
(2 ) of the form
the field
( )

(

)(

)…(

).

VI. ENCODING VIA POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION MATRIX

We denote hereinafter by the polynomial variable in
(2 ), in order to distinguish it from as
polynomials over
a variable in polynomial over
(2), i.e. in the polynomial
(2 ).
representation of the element of
From the two known coding procedures, namely,
systematic and non-systematic, we choose the first one as
being more user-friendly.
Consider the stripe of informational codewords
,
( , ,…,
), ∈
(2 ). Consider the polynomial over
(2 )
( )

These values can be utilized in the error correction
algorithm similar to that described in Section III C. For the
problem of the SDC correction, they are used for constructing
the error locator polynomial. On evaluating the roots of this
polynomial, one can determine the SDC positions, and then to
restore the original values of the damaged blocks from the
corresponding system of linear equations. Some extra facts on
the error locator polynomial construction can be found in [16,
17]; we will also discuss some aspects of this problem in
foregoing sections.
Finding the checksums within the procedure outlined in the
previous section, is rather complicated. We intend to suggest a
more effective coding algorithm.
Rewrite the equations (7) with the aid of Vandermonde matrix
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⋯
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here
1. For the polynomial ̅ ( ) the following
equalities are valid
̅ (1)
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where
-th basic
, stand for the coefficients of the
,
interpolation polynomial generated by
,…,
1. Thus, the matrix from the right-hand side of
(9) can be represented as
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Multiply the first row of the left matrix by the first column of
the right matrix
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i.e. the result of the multiplication equals the value of the first
basic interpolation polynomial. Similar arguments are valid for
other multiplication results and from the formula (9) it follows
the coding algorithm

and mean that syndromes computed for the undamaged stripe
have zero values.
Let the stripe be damaged and this fact is discovered from
the condition that at least one of the equalities (6) is not
fulfilled, i.e. at least one of the values

(

,

,

,…,

(8)

,

,

The inverse of the Vandermonde exists if
can find it with the aid of Theorem 1:

,

( , ,…,
are taken as checksums ,
polynomial is chosen in the form ̅ ( )
the stripe is formed from its coefficients
( ,…,

)

,…,

,

( )

,

, … , , 1)

Resolve this equation with respect to

⋯

Assuming that the code should be resistant to the failure of
up to blocks and up to
SDCs, one should organize
calculation (and storage) of at least
2 checksums.
For this aim, the remainder polynomial ( ) of the division of
)

,

( ,…,
) ,
( ,…,
) , and
,
,
is a zero column vector. From (8) it follows that

generated by the stripe.
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We called matrix in (10) as the Coding matrix. If this
matrix used for checksums calculation than conditions (7) are
satisfied. This encoding method has that advantage that the
Coding matrix is fixed for any sequence of encoded blocks and
therefore can be precomputed. It is also possible to speed up
coding computation by using the process of multiplication in a

Galois field using the method described in [7]. In this method,
the x86 assembly instruction PSHUFB can be used for
multiplication of the vector containing several elements of the
field by the fixed element of the field. This instruction
corresponds to the intrinsic function of C programming
language _mm_shuffle_si128i(…) [19], which, as one of the
arguments, has the mask corresponding to the multiplier
element. Since the coding matrix is fixed, it is efficient not to
perform the calculation of these masks for multiplication, but
to store them and to use for fast multiplication within the
encoding process.
VII. DECODING VIA RECOVERY MATRIX
One can use the properties of the Vandermonde matrix
when decoding data. Assume that for data blocks
, ,…,
the checksums
, ,…,
are calculated
by the algorithm from Section VI. Suppose that within the
stripe (5)
damages has been occurred at the known
positions , … , . Denote by
,

,

,…,

,

the column vector of failed blocks and by
′(

),

(

0, … ,

,

),

1\

,…,

the column vector of not failed blocks.
Then the decoding algorithm can be described as follows:
(a) Calculate the syndromes by the formulas (7), skipping
the failed blocks in the calculation process. In matrix form,
this can be written as
(
,
,…,
,
, … , , 1) ′( ),
(11)
,
,
(b) Restore failed blocks using inversion of the
Vandermonde matrix
,
,…,
)
(12)
,
, (
,
(c) Substitute (11) into (12):
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Denote the matrix in the right-hand side of the last formula
) . Using the arguments from Section III A, one gets
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where , are the coefficients of the -th basic interpolation
polynomial
generated by
,…,
(v. Section III A). Following further the reasons from Section
VI, one can represent this matrix as
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or, in compact form,
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The corrupted blocks can be recovered as follows

,…,

,

,(

)

′(

(13)

),

We will call the introduced matrix ,( ) as the Recovery
matrix. The suggested method of recovery possesses an
advantage that the recovery of the corrupted blocks is executed
directly from those not corrupted and does not require an extra
memory for storage of intermediate calculations. It should also
be noted that when restoring data, (for instance, in storage)
calculation of the recovery matrix ,( ) is performed once
and for all the stripes to be restored. In this regard, after the
calculation of the matrix entries the masks can be used for fast
multiplication as described in [7]. This will speed up the
recovery process.
Described coding and decoding methods correctly restore
data if
2 , i.e. if the total number of blocks does not
exceed the order of the field. Therefore, for larger values of
and one needs to deal with the higher order fields.
VIII. DETECTION OF SDC
As has been already mentioned above, the usage of the RS
codes is justified by the urgent need for the SDC detection. We
will present the algorithm aimed at this goal. Assume that for
the data blocks , , … ,
the checksums
, ,…,
were calculated, for example, with the aid of the method
outlined in Section VI. Suppose that the stripe (5) contains
/2 SDCs placed at the (a priory unknown) positions
, , … , . Even the fact of the SDC presence is not known.
The next we will describe two cases. In the first case there are
only silent corruptions and there are not failures, and in the
second case there are both types of errors.
A. Detection of SDC in the absence of failures
At first, we consider the simpler case when all the possible
data damages are of the type SDC, not failures. Then we start
with the problem of the SDC detection. The checksums have
been calculated in such a way that, in the absence of errors, the
conditions (6) are fulfilled. Therefore, for detecting the
presence of the SDC, one may recalculate the values for
syndromes
S

∑

(

)

,

0,

1

(14)

If at least one syndrome is not 0, then the considered
stripe is corrupted. Next, we need to find the SDC positions.
For this aim, construct the so-called error locator polynomial,
⋯
with
i.e. the polynomial ( )
the roots coinciding with the elements
,…,
(so, the exponents of the powers give one the SDC locations).
The coefficients of this polynomial are obtained from the
by the iterative Berlekamp-Massey
syndrome values
algorithm (BM Algorithm) [17,20,21]. The iterations are
organized by the degree of this polynomial, or, in the other
words, in the number of potential SDCs.
Sequence
,
,…, ,
is an input of the
of
algorithm, while its output is the sequence , , … ,
coefficients of the error locator polynomial. On evaluating it,
,…,
, with the aid of, for
one can find its roots
instance, the procedure by Chien [17]. The exponents of the
primitive element give one the SDC locations.

When all these SDC locatiions are identiified, the data in
corrrupted blocks are restored ussing, for instan
nce, the algorith
hm
from
m Section VII..
B. Detection of SDC
S
in the pressence of failurees
Consider now
w the general case, when, in
n addition to the
t
SD
DC, stripe contains also failu
ures, i.e. damag
ges with a priori
knoown locations.. This case is typical for th
he system at the
t
mooment of reco
onstruction, when
w
necessary
y to ensure the
t
corrrectness of the recovery, ass if silent corru
uptions were not
n
dettected in a timeely manner, att the time of reeconstruction can
c
lead to data loss. Suppose that within the striipe (5) we hav
ve
nown positionss , … , and SDCs at thee a
faillures at the kn
prioori unknown positions
p
, , … , (even thee fact of the SD
DC
preesence is unkno
own). In this caase, if the condiition
2
is vvalid, then all the
t SDCs can be
b detected and
d all the lost daata
cann be corrected. For this aim on
ne should:
((a) Calculate syndromes
s
,

,

(

,

,…,

,

, … , , 1) ′(

),,

((b) Construct auxiliary polyn
nomial
( )

(

)

⋯

greater than the size of sse registerr, and, thereforre, to store it,
more than one reegister is neeeded. In thiss case, the
multipllication by the variable requirres the transferr of the highorder bbyte of one off the registers into the low-oorder byte of
anotherr register and lleft shifting off registers withh coefficients.
The traansfer of a byyte from one register to anoother can be
effectivvely organizedd with the uuse of intrinssic functions
_mm_innsert_epi8(...) and _mm_eextract_epi8 (...). This is
illustratted in Fig. 1.
Thiis approach alllows one to siggnificantly speeed up the BM
algorithhm, comparedd with implem
mentations thatt do not use
vectorizzation. The nnumber of CP
PU cycles waas measured,
required for construucting the erroor locator pollynomials of
differennt degrees. Foor each value of degree aboout 10,000 of
tests weere produced; the figures refflect the averagged values. It
turns ouut that using veector version oof the BMA alggorithm is 2-3
times ffaster than in non-vector im
mplementation (v. Fig. 2).
Using tthe vector insttructions on thhe stage of the error locator
polynom
mial constructtion, increases significantly the speed of
the SDC
C detection durring decoding.
X. COMPARIISON OF RECOV
VERY ALGORITH
HMS
Nexxt we perform
med comparisson of differeent decoding
algorithhms of Reed-Soolomon codes.

((c) Calculate values
v
,

0,

1

((d) If
0 for
fo at least one i then SDC ha
as been occurreed.
((e) Error loccator polynom
mial is constrructed and the
t
possitions of SDC
Cs are determiined via the BM
B algorithm, in
which the input seequence is cho
osen as
,
,…, .
(f
(f) All data arre restored according to deccoding algorith
hm
from Section VII.
To detect SD
DC in the case of failed driv
ves, performed
d
calculation in ord
der to eliminate the influencee of failed driv
ves
in tthe construction
n of the error lo
ocator polynom
mial.
IX
X. USING SIMD INSTRUCTION
NS IN THE BMA
A ALGORITHM
As one may notice, the corrnerstone for solving
s
the SD
DC
dettection problem
m is the BM algorithm. This
T
algorithm is
rathher complicateed in realizatio
on, since it req
quires operatio
ons
witth polynomialss over
(2 ) . However, it is possible to
speeed up this alg
gorithm using sse / avx SIM
MD extension of
proocessor. Indeed
d, the basic steeps of the BM
MA algorithm are
a
thee multiplication
ns of a polynom
mial over
(2
2 ) by an elemeent
of the field and by the variablle . To implem
ment these basic
funnctions, it is suggested
s
to store
s
all the coefficients
c
theese
pollynomials and
d error locatorr polynomial
on sse / avx
a
(2 ) th
reggisters. For exaample, if the fieeld is chosen to
o be
hen
onee sse register can
c contain 16 elements of th
he field, i.e. it can
c
storre the polynom
mial of up to th
he 15th degreee. If one wants to
storre polynomialss of higher deg
grees, then it is necessary to use
u
moore than one register
r
to storre its coefficieents. Within th
his
appproach, the coeefficients of mu
ultiplication off a polynomial by
a constant can be performed usiing fast multipllication [7] bassed
on the usage of instructions _mm_shuffle_epi8(...). A
b the variablee correspondss to
muultiplication of a polynomial by
a sshift register left by 1 bytte; for this op
peration intrinsic
funnction _mm_b
bslli_si128(…) can be used
d. However, the
t
diff
fficulties arise when the degree of polyn
nomials becom
mes

1. Decoding uusing polynom
mial interpolattion method
describbed in Sectioon VII. It shhould be notted that the
construuction of the reecovery matrixx when decodding can also
be perfformed using S
SIMD instructions. One of thhe advantages
of this m
method is that the failed dataa are recoveredd from the not
without storingg any intermeddiate values. Inn Fig. 3.1 and
failed, w
3.2 the correspondingg results are dessignated as Reccovery_R.
2. Decoding bby the sequeential applicattion of the
formulaas (11) and (122). The methodd consists of thhe two steps:
the synndrome calculaation, and then their values aare multiplied
by the Vandermondee inverse matrixx. This methodd requires an
additionnal memory foor the intermeddiate storage ssyndromes .
But onn the both stteps of the allgorithm the Fast Fourier
Transfoormation can bbe applied [22]. One the othher hand, one
can opttimize syndrom
me computationn and further m
multiplication
on the inverse matrixx. In Fig. 3.1 and 3.2 are ddesignated as
Recoveery_S.
Fig. 1. T
Transferring bytes from one registerr to another, whenn multiplied by
for the case when pollynomial degree exceeds the siize of register

Performance comp
mparison of the noo vector (blue) aand vector (red)
Fig. 2. P
implemenntation of BMA allgorithm

3. Using th
he Forney algo
orithm [16, 17,, 23]. In Fig. 3.1
3
andd 3.2 are design
nated as Recov
very_F.
To measure the
t speed of decoding
d
algorrithms, the 409
96bytte width stripee was reserved
d in RAM with
h the number of
bloocks correspon
nding to diffe
ferent combinaations of
and
a
.The maximum
m possible amount of the faailed blocks was
w
d on them were
w deleted, th
hen decoding was
w
seleected and the data
perrformed. This test was execcuted 10000 tiimes on a sing
gle
com
mputing core, processor Inteel Core i7-2600 CPU 3.40GH
Hz
andd speed values obtained were averaged for all
a measuremen
nts.
Thee operations of addition
n and multtiplication weere
impplemented in the field
(2 ) with th
he multiplicatiion
techhniques descriibed in [7]. En
ncoder and deecoder have beeen
wriitten in the C programming
p
laanguage, as a compiler
c
used gcc
g
4.77., with optimizzation level -O2
2.
Figures 3.1 an
nd 3.2 demonsstrate the measurement resullts.
In Fig. 3.1, the value for iss assigned to
128 and the
t
is varied from 2 to 16. Reco
overy_R meth
hod
vallues for
dem
monstrated th
he 5-15% beetter performaance rate th
han
Reccovery_S and the 7-20% bettter results than
n Recovery_F. In
Figg. 3.2, we fix
4 and vary
y the values forr from 24 to 64.
6
Forr this case, thee Recovery_R
R algorithm waas 10-20% fasster
thaan Recovery_S and 20-45% faaster than Reco
overy_F.
XI. PERFORMANC
CE OF SILENT DATA
D
CORRUPTIION DETECTION
N
The measurem
ment of the perrformance of th
he SDC detectiion
alggorithm was peerformed within the method
dology similar to
thaat of data reco
overy outlined
d in the previo
ous section. The
T
striipe was reserveed in the RAM
M, but this timee the algorithm
m is
aim
med at finding the
t maximum possible
p
numbeer of the SDCs.

Mo de B. Calculaation module ddetects all the positions of
SDCs aand recovers thhem. This is thhe rare case wiith additional
computtational cost.
128 and
Fig.. 4.1 corresponnds to the casee of the fixed
changinng values frrom 2 to 16. F
Fig. 4.2 for a fixed
4
changinng values frrom 24 to 64. Red line illuuminates the
speed of the SDC ppresence detecction, while tthe blue line
reflectss the speed of ffinding locationns of all the SD
DCs.
XII. FURTHER OPTIIMIZATION OF C
CODING AND DE
ECODING
Sincce one can connsider the stripe as matrix wiith number of
rows eqqual to the num
mber of blocks in the stripe annd number of
columnns equal to tthe width of stripe, the enncoding and
decodinng procedures described in Sections VI and VII are
based oon the matrix m
multiplication operation. Onee may expect
significcant optimizatiion of both prrocedures on eexploring the
efficiennt matrix multipplication algorrithms, such as,, for instance,
Strassenn algorithm or modified Strasssen algorithm [13].
Thiis algorithm reccursively reducces the multiplication of the
initial m
matrices to thatt of their submatrices of the hhalved orders.
Being aapplied to the ddata recovery pprocedure baseed on formula
(13) wiith the stripe w
width of 4096 bbytes, this has ddemonstrated
the 10%
% optimizatioon for the Reccovery_R and Recovery_S
algorithhms. As for thhe Forney algorrithm, the acceeleration here
is less cconsiderable, ddue to the fact that the algoriithm involves
lesser m
matrix multipliccations.
X
XIII. CONCLUSIIONS

Mode A. Callculation modu
ule determines only the fact of
thee SDC presencee.

Thee paper providees a method for encoding andd decoding of
the RS codes with thee ability to findd and fix severral silent data
corrupttions, even inn the presencce of failed blocks. The
proposeed method connsists in the m
matrix represenntation of the
both ooperations, naamely, codinng matrix foor checksum
calculattion and recovvery matrix foor the error corrections. It
providees also some iimprovements to the Berlekkamp-Massey
algorithhm implemenntation, using SIMD instrructions and
proceduures for fast m
multiplication bby field elemeents on CPU
registerrs. This approoach is remarkkable due to nno additional
memory
ry required forr storing interm
mediate calcullations, has a

Fig.. 3.1 Recovery of maximum possible amount of failed
d drives. Corresponds
to tthe case of fixed n=128, and valu
ues of m varied from
f
2 to 16, strripe
widdth=4096

Fig. 3.2 Recovery of maxiimum possible am
mount of failed drivves. Corresponds
to the c ase of fixed m=44 and values of n varied from 224 to 64, stripe
width=40096

The red line shows
s
the rate of the SDC detection
d
(or th
heir
abssence), while th
he blue line reeflects the timin
ng for finding all
thee SDC positio
ons. Such sep
paration is ad
dvisable becau
use
preesented calcullation modulee is focused
d on maximu
um
prooductivity in no
ormal mode and
d in case of errrors. We consid
der
twoo modes of calcculation modulle:

Fig.. 4.1 Discovering and search of SDC
S
n = 128, m = 2...16, the strripe
widdth=4096

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

Fig.. 4.2 Discovering and search of SDC
C n=24...64, m = 4, the stripe width
h=
4096

[9]

[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]

nicce perspectivees for paraallelization, and
a
algorithm
mic
opttimizations witth the aid of th
he Strassen-likee algorithms. We
W
com
mpare some variants of deco
oding aimed at
a optimizing the
t
muultiplication procedures in th
he Galois fields. It should be
notted that though
h the proposed algorithms hav
ve been tested on
a siingle computin
ng core, they deemonstrate a good
g
performan
nce
ratee. Therefore, one
o may expeect that this raate will increaase
prooportionally to the growth of the
t number of cores.
c
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